Cabrillo’s tutoring program receives big boost!

Amani is a student tutor preparing to transfer and finish her Civil Engineering degree at a four-year school. She is benefitting from a $2.6 million gift from an anonymous donor to provide the funding Cabrillo College needs for peer-to-peer tutoring, and permanent funding each year to employ students with a part-time tutoring job. These tutors will help 300–500 students each semester! Amani credits the program with helping her excel in her own studies when she has to tailor her tutoring to each student’s approach to the subject. “I tutor in anything math-related, chemistry, physics, and engineering. Working as a tutor is amazing! I’m here 20 hours and it’s on campus. The flexibility is everything when you are a student. It’s been a huge help! Even when I’m not working, I’m here.”
EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

With the community’s generous support, the foundation provided $2.1 million for scholarships, faculty and program funding, and student services.

The foundation is grateful to the many volunteers and donors who help ensure that Cabrillo can offer our students the resources they need, in order to provide the highest level of education possible.

It means a lot to me to help students in our community in a direct, tangible way. The gratitude they express is so uplifting. Giving back to the community through the foundation brings fulfillment and a great sense of optimism about our future.

— Matt Wetstein
Cabrillo College President

I serve on the Cabrillo Foundation Board to continue a focus on volunteering to support public education in the communities in which I live and work. I am so impressed and motivated by the great work Cabrillo does serving our community and it is an honor to help in any way that I can.

— Gun Ruder
Cabrillo College Foundation President

I’m so inspired to work with our talented and thoughtful board members and community volunteers to make affordable education an option for all. I love helping students and seeing them succeed in their academic endeavors.

— Eileen Hill
Cabrillo College Foundation Executive Director
The Cabrillo College Foundation Board of Directors is a group of dedicated community members.

Our board of directors share a common passion for enriching our community through inclusive higher education. We appreciate the tireless work of our board members for joining us in our mission of providing the best possible support for all our students to achieve educational success.

Our board members are nominated by committee and serve a six-year term. Each member also serves on one of the many committees that steer our operations and our fundraising activities — they are the heart and soul of our success!

I think Cabrillo College is a real gem in our community, offering excellent educational opportunities for people from all walks of life. I want to make sure this resource continues to be available for future generations, so that’s why I serve on the foundation board.

—I think Cabrillo College is a real gem in our community, offering excellent educational opportunities for people from all walks of life. I want to make sure this resource continues to be available for future generations, so that’s why I serve on the foundation board.

Patty Quillin
Vice President

I am honored to serve as a member of this innovative and involved board of directors. Together we are challenged to maintain high standards as guided by this impactful community resource with our sights set for a future that is both dynamic and expansive.

—I am honored to serve as a member of this innovative and involved board of directors. Together we are challenged to maintain high standards as guided by this impactful community resource with our sights set for a future that is both dynamic and expansive.

Rachel Wedeen
Secretary

I love serving on the Cabrillo College Foundation Board because as a retiree of the college, it provides me an opportunity to continue to participate in supporting our students and our vibrant educational community.

—I love serving on the Cabrillo College Foundation Board because as a retiree of the college, it provides me an opportunity to continue to participate in supporting our students and our vibrant educational community.

Pegi Ard
CFO

For all my professional life I’ve devoted my energy to educating members of our community. I have been blessed by personally witnessing countless students fulfill their educational goals. The work of the foundation allows me to continue helping students achieve their goals and be contributing members of our community.

—For all my professional life I’ve devoted my energy to educating members of our community. I have been blessed by personally witnessing countless students fulfill their educational goals. The work of the foundation allows me to continue helping students achieve their goals and be contributing members of our community.

Claire Biancalana
Past President

I grew up on and around Cabrillo’s campus because my mom taught Spanish there full time for about forty years! I serve on the board of the foundation to give back to Cabrillo for its positive impact on my family, and to help support its ability to continue doing the same for other families now and in the future.

—I grew up on and around Cabrillo’s campus because my mom taught Spanish there full time for about forty years! I serve on the board of the foundation to give back to Cabrillo for its positive impact on my family, and to help support its ability to continue doing the same for other families now and in the future.

Rob Allen

I proudly serve on this board because of what Cabrillo brings to our entire community — both economically and academically. And now I am a proud parent of a Cabrillo College Freshman!

—I proudly serve on this board because of what Cabrillo brings to our entire community — both economically and academically. And now I am a proud parent of a Cabrillo College Freshman!

Michele Bassi

As a Cabrillo Foundation Board Member, I proudly serve on the foundation board because it’s important to do everything I can to keep access to higher education open to everyone in Santa Cruz County. Cabrillo is the gateway to a better, more fulfilling future for all, no matter what their circumstances.

Karen Cogswell

I’ve worn a couple of hats during my tenure at Cabrillo College: first, setting the foundation in motion in the early ’90s; then teaching English for 30+ years. Today I’m honored to be part of an outstanding team of development professionals and volunteers, all striving toward a common goal: helping our students succeed in an ever more challenging world.

Paul De La Cerda

I serve on the board as a way to stay connected to the community, and to find opportunities to hear from and celebrate students that have benefitted from the work of Cabrillo College and the foundation. It’s a great platform to make important connections, innovate, and improve the lives of students.

Amy Lehman

The foundation taps into the tremendous potential of every student, and goes above and beyond in removing barriers to accessing a quality education. In so doing, the foundation helps students from all walks of life to reach their full potential, now and into the future.

Matt Huffaker

In small way, serving on the board gives me the opportunity to support students attending Cabrillo — especially to those students needing a second chance that a junior college provides.

Kelly Nesheim

We are very fortunate to live in a community that values education and recognizes the opportunities that Cabrillo offers to our veterans and health care providers through the Student Veterans Endowment and Allied Health Programs. I continue to support these important programs through my annual giving to the Cabrillo Foundation and hope others in the community will do so.

Ceil Cirillo

For me, my public service and philanthropy are focused on organizations that directly benefit the local community. Cabrillo College is a huge asset to Santa Cruz County and worthy of personal and financial support from those in the community who are able.

Bradley Olin

I proudly serve on the foundation board because it’s important to do everything I can to keep access to higher education open to everyone in Santa Cruz County. Cabrillo is the gateway to a better, more fulfilling future for all, no matter what their circumstances.

Karen Cogswell

As a Cabrillo Foundation Board Member, I am able to make significant contributions of time and resources to support the college mission, and most importantly, share my passion for true excellence in education at Cabrillo College.

Paul De La Cerda VP Instruction

I serve on the board as a way to stay connected to the community, and to find opportunities to hear from and celebrate students that have benefitted from the work of Cabrillo College and the foundation. It’s a great platform to make important connections, innovate, and improve the lives of students.

Amy Lehman VP Student Services

The foundation taps into the tremendous potential of every student, and goes above and beyond in removing barriers to accessing a quality education. In so doing, the foundation helps students from all walks of life to reach their full potential, now and into the future.

Matt Huffaker

In small way, serving on the board gives me the opportunity to support students attending Cabrillo — especially to those students needing a second chance that a junior college provides.

Kelly Nesheim

We are very fortunate to live in a community that values education and recognizes the opportunities that Cabrillo offers to our veterans and health care providers through the Student Veterans Endowment and Allied Health Programs. I continue to support these important programs through my annual giving to the Cabrillo Foundation and hope others in the community will do so.

Ceil Cirillo

For me, my public service and philanthropy are focused on organizations that directly benefit the local community. Cabrillo College is a huge asset to Santa Cruz County and worthy of personal and financial support from those in the community who are able.

Bradley Olin VP Administrative Services

I love Cabrillo and the access to education that it allows for everyone. I’m proud to contribute my time to Cabrillo, an institution that does such great things for so many in our community.

Erica Ow
Our community is so fortunate to have Cabrillo College, which is such an important bridge to economic security. I am honored to serve on the foundation board and hope that my knowledge and connections in the Santa Cruz County community can help advance the work of supporting students.

Maria Esther Rodriguez

I am honored to serve on the Cabrillo College Foundation Board because of the positive impact it provides to many, many deserving students, the wonderful programs it supports and so many benefits the community experiences!

Dan Rothwell

I originally agreed to serve on the board because I thought my financial background as a CPA might be of use to the board. However, as time goes on, I feel I’m getting much more than I’m giving. I’ve had the opportunity to learn about all of the amazing programs the college offers and see first-hand how the foundation supports students and programs. It’s definitely been a win-win!

Karen Semingson

The essential function of the foundation is to support student success. As a college professor for 47 years, I cannot think of a better reason to want to serve on the board now that I am retired from teaching.

Rachael Spencer

I originally agreed to serve on the board because I thought my financial background as a CPA might be of use to the board. However, as time goes on, I feel I’m getting much more than I’m giving. I’ve had the opportunity to learn about all of the amazing programs the college offers and see first-hand how the foundation supports students and programs. It’s definitely been a win-win!

Trevor Strudley

Serving on the board provides an opportunity to contribute toward equal access to an excellent education — the mission of the college. Board members share a belief in the power of higher education and we are honored to assist students in achieving their goals.

Kate Terrell

As a lifelong learner, I enthusiastically support the right of our community to participate in higher education, whether a student is straight out of high school or has already embarked on a career. Cabrillo offers such variety of learning — vocational and recreational. I’m excited to serve on the board to enable better access to higher education for all our community.

Julie Thiebaut

I serve on the Cabrillo Foundation Board because education opens doors to new opportunities, perspectives, skills and capabilities that allow individuals to thrive and grow. Building a better world starts with education.

Kristin Wilson

I serve on the Cabrillo Foundation Board because I believe in supporting students.

Donna Ziel

Education is the single best thing you can do to better yourself. I love Cabrillo College and I serve to provide opportunities to those who need a helping hand.

As a board member, I am proud to support the foundation, where exceptional staff members manage programs that effectively support our faculty, staff and students with grants and scholarships. These programs enhance the instructional experiences of our students and help them complete their educational goals.
Women’s Educational Success (WES) provides crucial aid for many of our students at Cabrillo.

Unexpected expenses can prove to be a great challenge for students, sometimes causing them to consider dropping out of school altogether. WES provides rapid relief with grants of up to $1,000 that are usually received the same week, and have been proven to help students stay on track with their educational goals. $100,000 will be available to help students this year.

Dental Hygiene student, Elizabeth Baltierra, had heard about the WES program from Associate Dean of Allied Health, Dr. Cynthia FitzGerald, at the start of her term — so when her Corolla needed a $500 head gasket, she knew where to turn for help.

With a commute from Gonzales, her car is essential for getting to school. Elizabeth has been working in dental offices since 2003, and already has a couple of job offers waiting for her. With the help of WES, she’s back on the road and will soon be working in the field she loves!

The annual WES campaign is run by a dedicated committee of volunteers:
Co-chairs: Mary Culley, Tonée Picard
Committee Members: Peggy Downes Baskin, Cofounder • Shannon Brady • Sue Broadston • Lynette Cleland • Cathy Conway • Freny Cooper • Kathryn Cowan • Cynthia Druley • Cynthia FitzGerald • Corrine Flanagan • Peggy Flynn • Pam Goodman • Amy Ivey • Kathleen Jones • Janet Kressow • Chris Maffia • Angie McClellan • Martina O’Sullivan • Mara Palandrani • Carolyn Parham • Gail Pellerin • Patty Quillin • Karen Semingson • Rachael Spencer, Cofounder • Bunny Tavares • Kate Terrell • Karri White • Kristin Wilson • Donna Ziel

Thanks to a generous grant of $20,000 from the Sharanam Foundation and the Wedeen Hammer Locatelli Group at Morgan Stanley, donations of $250 or more were matched this year.

“WES grants are an incredible resource for us in Financial Aid! We are often connected with students experiencing financial emergencies that may impact their ability to continue their education. Being able to offer them the opportunity for a WES grant and being able to get the funds into their hands quickly, not only helps them out of a crisis, but allows them to focus on continuing their education and being successful as a student.”

— Holly Goodman, WES Advisor/Financial Aid Advisor/Scholarship Coordinator at Cabrillo College
“I’m relieved and grateful to the donors that made this happen, because sometimes we have emergencies that make us question if we can continue with our studies or if we need to drop out.”

– Elizabeth Baltierra
2021 WES Recipient
In appreciation for a life of kindness: The Dan Nutley Engineering Scholarship

Cabrillo engineering alumni, Chris Nutley, is giving back to Cabrillo. He credits the benevolence of his late father, Dan, and a chance encounter with Cabrillo’s Engineering Department Chair, Jo-Ann Panzardi, for setting him on a path for success. Now a Senior Construction Superintendent at Joby Aviation, his future didn’t always look so bright. “I went down kind of a bad path,” he explains of how he ended up exploring Cabrillo’s campus after 10 p.m. one weeknight. That’s when Jo-Ann Panzardi appeared from her classroom to investigate. “Five minutes later, she had me in her office and she was writing a schedule out for me for the next few years — and the rest is history,” he laughs.

When Chris speaks of his father, he uses words like dedicated, hard-working, and self-starter. He says, “He always put other people first,” and that is why Chris decided to start a scholarship in his dad’s honor. “Being able to have something like this for him is nice. We scattered his ashes up where we dive for abalone and that’s where he wanted to be. So there’s no headstone, and this scholarship kind of memorializes him. It’s so good to be able to help students in the Engineering Abroad program, who are in turn helping people in impoverished countries. It’s a little bit of money that is going a long way.”
When you ask Jose Morelos when he joined the Cabrillo Advancement Program (CAP), he shakes his head and says, “I never left!”

Jose was one of the first students to pilot the program back in 1991. He credits seeing people “like him” who spoke Spanish and understood his background for giving him the belief in himself to go to college.

He remembers seeing his counselor in her office and thinking, “I want an office like that someday.” Now a counselor at Pajaro Middle School with an office in the library, he continues to work with CAP students providing the same kind of guidance that inspired him to get a BA in Criminology and a Masters in Counseling Education. He explains, “This is a very poor, rural community, where most of our students and parents don’t speak English. They have no idea about college or what it takes to get there, but once they see me, it gives them hope. Without the CAP Program, I don’t think I would have looked further than high school. I am the only one in my family to attend college.”

The CAP Program is so much more than a scholarship program. CAP provides one-on-one support through counseling, tutoring, and exposure to college through events held at Cabrillo — from the 6th grade through high school. Students attending Cabrillo College receive $3,000 in scholarships.
Scholarships support our students directly, and open doors to bright and fulfilling futures. During the 2020–21 fiscal year, we awarded nearly $1.3 million in scholarships to 1,297 students. Investing in a student’s potential pays endless dividends.

Sheila Moya

Cabrillo College Dental Hygiene Scholarship

I come from a family where I will be the first in my household to graduate college. My father had gotten ill and passed away from cancer, so all the major responsibilities for providing for my family were passed down to me. I knew the best way to help provide for my family is to further my education and establish a career. Thanks to your generosity, I am able to ease my stress of any financial burdens and can continue to focus on my studies. Thank you again for your help and I am very grateful for your support.

Jasen Levoy

The Monte Toole Engineering Endowed Scholarship

This scholarship award helps me focus on where I’m going. With an education in mechatronics, I will have the ability to contribute at a high level to free minds and hands for the creative work people are best at.

I then want to take what I have learned and teach this field to the next generation. To this end, I want to earn a Master’s degree in the subject and begin preparing to transfer to a four-year college to complete my Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering.

I am deeply grateful to those who have helped me along this path. Thank you again for helping me realize my goals. To me, this award says, “Keep it up!”
Heidi Lopez  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mehne Cabrillo Commitment (S4C) Endowed Scholarship  

I am so thankful for being awarded this scholarship. It really means a lot to my family and I. I come from a low-income household and both of my parents work in agriculture. I will be the first in my family to graduate high school and go to college. My dad only went up to 5th grade and my mom finished middle school. They always encourage my brother and I to finish school so we won’t have to struggle like they did. Receiving this scholarship is going to help my parents and I pay for what I need at college. It will help me focus more on my classes because I won’t be too stressed about how much debt I will need to pay.

Edgar Mora  
The Ted Bowen Memorial Endowed Scholarship  

I want to express my gratitude for awarding me as the recipient of the Ted Bowen Memorial Endowed Scholarship. I have successfully transferred into Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, with an intended major in Electrical Engineering. I’d like to study for a career in the solar industry. It is my goal to develop systems that are going to be beneficial for both society and the environment. I cannot express my happiness enough for being selected for this award. I feel honored to have been chosen. Knowing that there are people in this world that want me to succeed is an enormous motivator. Once again, thank you for this honorable scholarship.
INSPIRED BY THE AMERICAN DREAM...

When the Ow Family started their American Dream Scholarship 32 years ago, no one could have envisioned how many people in our community would be inspired by their gifts to help students fulfill their dreams.

The Ow Family has helped hundreds of local high school students embarking on their college career with scholarships. A few years ago, Brian and Patti Herman stepped up to offer American Dream recipients a second year scholarship and the Colligan Family have created a scholarship for those who are the first in their family to attend college. These scholarships help so many students at Cabrillo find, pursue and realize their own dreams.

Danely Lazo
American Dream Scholarship
Growing up in a less-privileged community has not only offered financial and academic challenges, but has also helped me realize the value of a college education. I believe that college would be unattainable for me since I come from a lower-class family and wouldn’t have the resources to cover my education. Knowing that there are scholarships such as this one opens up millions of opportunities and takes weight off my shoulders and my parents.

Yan Bañales-Garcia
Brian and Patti Herman American Dream Second Year Scholarship
I write to express my enormous gratitude for the scholarship I received. I was so excited to open my award letter! My ultimate goal is to transfer to UC Davis and get a B.S. in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. I can now breathe a little easier and not have to worry about how to pay for my books. As a STEM student, I am alarmed by how expensive my books are. For example, I recently purchased a calculus book that cost me $200. This scholarship money is a big lifesaver. I promise to use this money wisely.

Saryna Parra
Colligan Family Scholarship
Thanks to your generosity, I’ll have some weight lifted from my shoulders this semester. This scholarship will not only help me financially, but will also give me what I need to succeed. I plan on buying a new computer with the money gifted to me. This will help me so much during these hard times. Online school during a pandemic is not the easiest with an old computer. But once again, thanks to this wonderful scholarship, it will make things so much easier. Thank you for your generosity and consideration during these hard times. It means the world to kids just like me, who are the first in their families to attend college. Thank you!
Owen Brown has been involved with Cabrillo College and the foundation for the last decade — first, as a President’s Circle member, and also on the Cabrillo College Foundation Board of Directors, where he served as the foundation’s president.

“I really enjoy being involved with the institution. I feel that Cabrillo is a worthwhile cause. I am very interested in education as an important part of society. It feels like our current generation has messed things up for the world,” Owen chuckles, “I’m hopeful the next generation can come along and create new solutions, and you do that through education.”

Owen and his wife, Mary Akin, updated their estate plans after they got married 10 years ago. He explains “I like to support the organizations that are important to me — it’s just an extension of my belief that the Cabrillo College Foundation is a terrific organization and I want to support it in any way that I can.”
“When my daughter wasn’t enjoying her freshman year of high school, she decided to enroll at Cabrillo. She ended up transferring to a four-year university at 18 with 23 college credits, which was wonderful, but even better was that being at Cabrillo taught her to love learning and value education. She was excited about learning in a way that hadn’t happened for her in high school. I will love Cabrillo forever, because of that personal connection.”

— Vance Landis-Carey, President’s Circle Co-chair

The President’s Circle offers an opportunity to join a generous group of alumni and friends whose annual support of $1,000 or more opens doors for students who otherwise might not have access to a college education.

President’s Circle members contribute to building one of the most robust community college scholarship programs in the state and are a vital part of our success. With their help, the foundation awarded over 1,000 student scholarships last year!

No student should ever be denied a quality education because of cost. Together, we can ensure that all students are able to pursue their academic passions to their fullest potential.

Committee Members:
Co-chairs:
Linda Burroughs
Vance Landis-Carey


President’s Circle
“Sammy Sparkler”

Serves 1

In a rocks glass with ice, add:
50 ml vodka
3 oz. (1.5 shots) of cranberry juice
Juice one slice of orange
Fill to the top of the glass with sparkling wine.
Stir
Add one slice of orange for garnish
Cheers!

Despite the ongoing pandemic, the President’s Circle has been able to enjoy virtual events with goody bags delivered to members’ homes — cocktails included!
### PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE MEMBERS 2020–2021

#### $15,000+
- Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund
- Patty Quillin and Reed Hastings

#### $10,000+
- Brian and Patti Herman
- Bright Horizon Fund
- Esther and Gerry Levandoski
- Rick and Ruth Moe
- Julie Packard
- Miles and Rosanne Reiter
- Thomas Sourisseau

#### $5,000+
- Claire Biancalana and William Kelsay
- Barbara Canfield
- Robert Davidson
- Carolyn Parham
- Elio and Joy Rodoni
- Mary Solari
- Ginny Solari Mazry
- Rachel Wedeen

#### $2,500+
- Phillip and Robin Adkins
- Pegi and Tom Arndt
- Jim Baker and Nancy Millsagle
- William and Pat Barton
- Harry and Mary Blanchard
- Jess Brown
- Owen Brown and Mary Akin
- Emily Burton
- Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers
- Ken and Kathy Doctor
- Lee and Emily Duffus
- Charles and Jillian Engbers
- Esch Family
- Jack Farr
- Duf and Paula Fischer
- Joan Griffiths
- Trisha and Brandon Kett
- Vance Landis-Carey and Robert Carey
- Leola Lapides and Bob Katz
- Rick Li Fo Sipe and Virginia Morris
- Marilyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan
- John and Megan Martineelli/S. Martineelli & Co.
- Robert Millsagle and Bjorg Yants
- Joe and Susan Mingione
- Bill and Karen Moncovich
- Ned and Dinny Nemacheck
- Kelly and Maria Nesheim
- Amy Newell
- Gayle and Joseph Ortiz
- William and Erica Ow
- Kate and Ira Pohl
- Pat and Rowland Rebele
- Shadowbrook Restaurant
- Brian and Michelle Sharpes
- Stephen and Gail Snodgrass
- Rachael Spencer and Kevin Rooney
- Julie Thiebaud
- James Thompson
- W. Todd and Corrine Wipke
- Peppy and Ron Woll

#### $1,500+
- Carlos and Jane Arcangeli
- Edward and Kathleen Banks
- Carrie Birkhofer/Bay Federal Credit Union
- Judy Boemer
- Blaine and Connie Brokaw
- John and Sydney Brokaw
- John and Linda Burroughs
- Andrew and Marilyn Calciano
- Al Cheney
- Gail Cirillo
- Karen Cogswell and John Maench
- Margaret Cottle
- Diane Craddock and David Hoyge
- Richard and Theresa Crocker
- Elizabeth and David Doolin
- Dwayne and Linda Downing
- Roberta Dunton
- Charles and Sandra Eldridge
- Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald
- Peggy Flynn
- Mahlon and Joel-Ann Foote
- Stephen Green
- Ken Haber
- Eileen and Dave Hill
- Harold and Dorothy Hyde
- Mary James and George Cook
- Erik and Judy Johnson–Erik’s DeliCafe
- Judy B. Jones
- Kevin Karpplus
- Ralph and Julie Kimball
- Karen and Charles Leigh-Wood
- Dominic and Karen Massaro
- Keith and Delta McKenzie
- Earleen Overend and Wayne Palmer
- Laura Pease and Bill Scurr
- Burton and Cynthia Rees
- Maria Esther and Jose Raul Rodriguez
- Gunleik and Junko Ruder
- Santa Cruz County Bank
- Barbara and William Scherer
- Carol and Kirk Schmidt
- Robert Scott
- Heather Stiles and Trevor Studley
- Gabrielle Stockey
- Jeffrey and Adele Talmadge
- James and Deborah Thoits
- Jerry and Robynn Walters
- Susan and Nels Westman
- Matt Wettstein and Cindy Ostberg
- Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein
- Theo Wiersdama and Julie Hamilton Wiersdama
- Sue Wilson
- Thomas and Connie Wilson

#### $1,000+
- Michael and Toby Alexander
- Walter and Janet Alexander
- Mike and Kalena Allard
- Mary Allier Walker and John Walker
- Ann Asche/Locatelli Moving and Storage
- Charles and Janet Banovac
- Brian and Maryann Barry
- Philip and Kathryn Bates
- Ian and Kathy Blackwood
- Michael Blas and Paula Stark
- Christy Bohnet
- Bob and Susan Bosso
- Karen and Todd Briar
- Sue Broadstadt and Jim Ostendorf
- Rosemary Brogan
- Judy Brose and Mark Wise
- Alan and Gweneth Brown
- Priscilla Brown
- George and Elizabeth Bunch
- Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez
- Nancy Campeau
- Charles and Betty Canfield
- Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba
- Brian and Kay Cayton
- Linda Charman
- Frederick and Kate Chen
- Sara Clarembach
- Michael and Barbara Clark
- Sarah Clark
- Joanne Clever
- Virginia Coe
- Bill and Clay Codiga
- Diane and Donald Cooley
- Kathryn Cowan and Edward Houghton
- Arne and Carol Croce
- Crow’s Nest
- Bud and Martina Cummings
- Wallace Dale
- Robert Darrow
- Doug and Diane Deaver
- Daryl Dichek and Kenneth Smith
- Gerald and Nancy Eidam
- Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg
- Kristin Fabos and Rye Livingston
- Michele Finch
- Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tisnac
- Cynthia FitzGerald
- Rocky and Judy Franich
- Lesley Franz
- Mary Gaukel and Les Forster
- Kimberly Hallinan
- Diane and Conrad Hamako
- Richard and DeAnne Hart
- Kathleen Hatfield
- David and Jacqueline Heald
- Janet Heien
- Donald and Diana Henrichsen
- William and Michelle Herrin
- Joseph and Bette Hirsch
- Ron and Evelyn Hirsch
- David and Katharine Hopkins
- Jay Hughes and Juliette Bloxham
- John Hurd and Kate Kelly
- Carolyn Hyatt
- Kent and Marie Imai
- Ronald and Linda Israel
- Therese Johnson
- Helen Jones
- Frances and Dean Kashino
- Tom and Nonette Kelsey
- Richard and Diane Klein
- David and Sharon Kluger
- George and Diane Koenig
- Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng
- Ron Kusel and Carolyln Gong-Guy
- John Laird and John Flores
- Julie Lambert
- Amy Lehman
- Thomas Lehrer
- Nancy Lenox
- Victoria and David Lewis
- Patty Lezin
- Mark Linder and Mary Dean
- Pamela Lowry and Allen Rozelle
- Charlie and Georgie Mack
- Gerry Mandel
- Allen and Janet Martin
- Joseph and Lila Jean Marvin
- Mary Masselli
- Mike and Bertie McElravy
- Paul Meltzer
- Mark Mesiti-Miller and Donna Murphy
- Peter and Debbie Nelson
- Linda and Bruce Nicholson
- Fane and Corie Opperman
- Gail Pellerin
- Rock Potthenauer and Linda Wilshusen
- James and Mary Ellen Path
- Muriel Prole and Jack Samuelson
- Paula and Robert Quinn
- Kenneth Reed
- Randy Repass and Sally-Christine Rodgers
- Phyllis Rosenblum
- Craig Rowell and Cory Ray
- Cherri Rupert-Canfield
- Mark and Laurie Scurich
- Ronald and Cynthia Sekkel
- Karen Senning
- Martha Shedd
- John Buchanan
- Melinda and Thomas Silverstein
- Elaine-Maryse Solari
- Greg and Tangie Solow
- Carol and Stephen Spraggen
- Robert Stephens
- Bruce and Barbara Swenson
- Cyrus and Maureen Tabari
- Kate Terrell and David Ryan
- Susan True and Ben Wolfe
- Anina Van Astine
- Scott and Martha Walecka
- Richard and Annette Weed
- Brooke White
- Brad and Linda Wiles
- Terrence Willett and Jennifer Cross
- Kathleen Willott and Glenn Joy
- Neal and Paula Woods

*Deceased donors are italicized*
Cabrillo College Foundation Donors
July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021

$300,000+
The Grove Foundation
SD Trombetta Foundation

$25,000+
The Peggy and Jack Baskin Foundation
Claire Biancalana and William Kelsay
California College Pathways Fund
Joan Griffiths
Brian and Patti Herman
Hal and Dorothy Hyde
LAM Research Foundation
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Christopher Nutley
Pajaro Valley Community Health Trust
Gitta Ryle
Vertical Raise Trust Account

$100,000+
The Colligan Family Charitable Fund
Community Foundation Santa Cruz County
Richard and Theresa Crocker
Davidson Family Foundation
The Barbara Samper Foundation
Paul and Pat Shirley
Peter Weber and Victor Ruder

*Deceased donors have been recognized in italics*
$10,000+
Robert Bristol • Jerome Carman • Marguerite Casey Foundation • Foundation for California Community Colleges • George and Diane Koenig • Leestma Family Foundation/Little Flower Fund • Richard Lynde • Anne Mitchell • Rick and Ruth Moe • Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund • Owl Family Properties • Julie Packard • Carolyn Parham • Miles and Rosanne Reiter • Dan Rothwell and Marcy Wieland • Craig Rowell and Corinda Davis • Bright Horizon Fund • Thomas Sourisseau • Sutter Health Palo Alto Medical Foundation • Diane Trombetta and Tom Davis • Sherman Unell • Rachel Wedeen

$5,000+
Mary Altier Walker and John Walker • Pegi and Tom Ard • Susan and Richard Beach • Bruce Berwald and Jan Parker • Harry and Mary Blanchard • Michael and Susan Brandy • California Society of Certified Public Accountants • Barbara Canfield • Caroline’s Nonprofit • David and Penny Chesluk • Robert Davidson • Daryl Dichek and Kenneth Smith • Nancy Gregg • James Griffin • Janet Heien • The Hologic Charitable Fund • David and Katharine Hopkins • Howard and Patricia Hudson • Leola Lapides and Bob Katz • Esther and Gerry Levandoski • Jocelyn Levy • Rachel Mayo • Edward and Debra Menges • Kevin and Barbara Monahan • Ned and Dinny Nemacheck • Kelly and Maria Nesheim • Linda and Bruce Nicholson • Pat and Rowland Rebele • Bill and Joan Rentz • Penelope Rich and William Hill • Jack Roberts • Elio and Joy Rodoni • Phyllis Rosenblum • Arthur and Sandra Schuller • Mary Solari • Ginny Solari Mazry • Herman and Ruth Utter • Rae Victor • James Young and Katie Harhen

$2,500+
Phillip and Robin Adkins • Michael and Toby Alexander • American Association of University Women - Santa Cruz • John and Cheryl Anderson • Jim Baker and Nancy Millslagle • Edward and Kathleen Banks • William and Pat Barton • Bay Federal Credit Union • Judy Boemer • Jess Brown • Owen Brown and Mary Akin • John and Linda Burroughs • Emily Burton • Andrew and Marilyn Calciano • Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers • Ciel Cirillo • Karen Cogswell and John Maenchen • Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula • Diane Craddock and David Hodgke • Arne and Carol Croce • Ken and Kathy Doctor • Lee and Emily Dufus • Elite Associates Holding, Inc • Charles and Jillian Engbers • Esch Family • Jack Farr • Finkelman Family Charitable Foundation • Duf and Paula Fischer • Cynthia FitzGerald • Peggy Flynn • GoFundMe • Karen Groppi • Beverly Grova • Tiffany Hammer • Penny Hanna and Slim Heilpern • Roberta Hunter and Donna Meyers • Kent and Marie Imai • Erik and Judy Johnson • Erik’s DeliCafé • TMA Aptos Fund • Donald Kay • Trisha and Brandon Kett • Randy and Janet Krasnow • Vince Landis-Carey and Robert Carey • Rick Li Fo Sjoe and Virginia Morris • Marilyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan • John and Megan Martinelli • S. Martinelli & Co. • Joseph and Lila Jean Marvin • Robert Millslagle • Joe and Susan Mingione • Bill and Karen Monovich • Mary Murphy • Linda Neher • Amy Newell • Gayle and Joseph Ortiz • William and Erica Ow • Pacific Crest Engineering Inc. • Kate and Ira Pohl • Mary Ratcliff • Burton and Cynthia Rees • Timothy Riddle • Rotary Club of Santa Cruz • Rotary Club of Watsonville • Santa Cruz County Bank • Santa Cruz Host Lions Foundation • Pamela Santacroce • Brian and Michelle Sharper • Stephen and Gail Snodgrass • Adam Spickler • Gabrielle Stocker • Julie Thiebaut • James Thompson • Shlomo and Miriam Vilozny • Jerry and Robynn Walters • William J. Codiga Family Foundation • Charlotte Williams • Olivia Winter and Zerubba Levi • W. Todd and Corinne Wipke • Peppy and Ron Wold • Dick and Judy Zscheile
$1,000+

Aj’s Fuel & Food Mart, Inc. • Walter and Janet Alexander • Mike and Kalena Allard • Sandra Allen • Carlos and Jane Arcangel • Ann Asche/Locatelli Moving and Storage • Sherwood and Caroline Bain • Charles and Janet Banovac • Brian and Maryann Barry • Phillip and Kathryn Bates • Colleen Berlin-Timmons • James and Delia Besio • Ian and Kathy Blackwood • Michael Blas and Paula Stark • Christy Bohmert • Bob and Susan Bosso • Mari and Ryan Brandt • Karen and Todd Briq • Sue Broadstock and Jim Ostendorf • Rosemary Brogan • Blaine and Connie Brokaw • John and Sydney Brokaw • Judy Brose and Mark Wise • Alan and Gwenneth Brown • Cathy and Tom Brown • Douglas and Leslie Brown • Priscilla Brown • George and Elizabeth Bunch • Ted Burke • Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez • Cynthia Calvert • Nancy Campeau • Charles and Betty Canfield • Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba • Dennis and Cheryl Caspe • Brian and Kay Cayton • Linda Charman • Craig Chatterton • Frederick and Kate Chen • Al Cheney • Sara Clarenbach • Michael and Barbara Clark • Sarah Clark • Joanne Clever • Virginia Coe • Jane Colgin • Susan Cony • Diane and Donald Cooley • Fremy Cooper • Eugene and Janice Corriden • Margaret Cottle • Crow’s Nest • David Culver • Martina Cummings • Wallace Dale • Gerald Dannemiller • Robert Darrow • Doug and Diane Deaver • Sylvia and Jerome Deck • Elizabeth and David Doolin • Dwayne and Linda Downing • Roberta Dunton • Shannon Durham • Robert Edwards and Julie Olsen Edwards • Gerald and Nancy Eidam • Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg • Charles and Sandra Eldridge • Darlene Emmert • Catherine Enry and LaRoy Smith • Karl and Deborah Ewald • Kristin Fabos and Rye Livingston • Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald • Anthony Fernando • Michele Finch • Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tusinac • Corrine Flanagan • Mahlon and Joel-Ann Foote • Rocky and Judy Franch • Lesley Franz • Mary Gaukel and Les Forster • Gary Goulart • John and Sue Graulcy • Scott Graves • Stephen Green • Ken Habet • Kimberly Hallinan • Diane and Conrad Hamako • Dennis and Nancy Hashimoto • Kathleen Hatfield • David and Jacqueline Heald • Donald and Diana Henrichsen • William and Michelle Herrin • Eileen and Dave Hill • Joseph and Bette Hirsch • Ron and Evelyn Hirsch • Michael and Linda Hopper • Jay Hughes and Juliette Bloxham • John Hurd and Kate Kelly • Carolyn Hyatt • IBM Matching Grants Program • Ronald and Linda Israel • Mary James and George Cook • Therese Johnson • Helen Jones • Judy B. Jones • Kevin Karplus • Frances and Dean Kashino • Patrice Keet • Tom and Nanette Kelsey • Catherine Kennedy • Richard and Diane Klein • David and Sharon Kluger • Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng • Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy • Marcella Laddon • John Laird and John Flores • Julie Lambert • Greg Larson and Eileen Beaudry • Brian and Sally Legakis • Amy Lehman • Thomas Lehrer • Karen and Charles Leigh-Wood • Nancy Lenox • Victoria and David Lewis • Robert Ley and Nancy Twogli Ley • Patty Levin • Mark Linder and Mary Dean • Pamela Lowry and Allen Rozelle • Charlie and Georgia Mack • Gerry Mandel • Allen and Janet Martin • Robert and Marty Martin • Mary Maselli • Dominic and Karen Massaro • Kirk and Kathy Mathew • Christine McBroom • Mike and Bertie McElroy • Keith and Della McKenzie • Mary McMillan • Dana McRae • Paul and Carolyn Mecozzi • Paul Melzer • Mark Mesiti-Miller and Donna Murphy • Melody Mills • Eileen and Mark Mitchell • Nancy and Rich Morgan • Regina Muller and W. S. Manich • Elisa Nelson • Peter and Debbie Nelson • George Newell • Sam and Karla Nigh • Jane and Corie Opperman • Jennifer Osborne • Earleen Overend and Wayne Palmer • Laura Pease and Bill Scutt • Alan and Mindy Pedlar • Gail Pellerin • Rock Pfotenhauer and Linda Wilsen • Jesse Plascencia and Marcela Tavantzi • James and Mary Ellen Poth • Muriel Prlo and Jack Samuelson • Colleen Quigley and Stanley Lanning • Paula and Robert Quinn • Morgan Rankin • Ken Reed • Matthew and Violette Reeves • Randy Repass and Sally-Christine Rodgers • Grant and Pamela Ring • Maria Esther and Jose Raul Rodriguez • Debbie and Jeffrey Roisman • Joel Rosenthal • Gunlek and Junko Ruder • Cherri Rupert-Canfield • Santa Cruz Mountain Vineyard • Barbara and William Scherer • Carol and Kirk Schmidt • Robert Scott • Scotts Valley Host Lions Charitable Foundation • Mark and Laurie Scurich • Ronald and Cynthia Sekkel • Karen Semingson • Shadowbrook Restaurant • Martha Sherden and John Buchanan • Kathryn Sheppard Cowan • Richard Silver • Linda and Dwayne Downing • Mary Blanchard • Kelly and Maria Nesheim
Frances and Dean Kashino
Kelly and Maria Nesheim
Robynn and Jerry Walters
Holly Liu and Paul Dutra
Vance Landis-Carey, Maeby, and Robert Carey

$1,000+

Melinda and Thomas Silverstein • Elaine-Maryse Solari • Greg and Tangie Solow • Liz Soluri • Carol and Stephen Spragens • Robert Stephens • Sarita Stevens Lastrapes and Tom Lastrapes • Heather Stiles and Trevor Studley • Bruce and Barbara Swenson • System Studies Incorporated • Cyrus and Maureen Tabari • Jeffrey and Adele Talmadge • Kevin Tam • Kate Terrell and David Ryan • Pete Testorf • Thomas Thacher and Susan Nerton • The Dante Alighieri Society of Santa Cruz • James and Deborah Thoits • Jeremy Thompson and Jennifer Leinau • Kent Thompson • Susan True and Ben Wolfe • Anina Van Alstine • Scott and Martha Waleska • Patricia Walker • Richard and Diane Watters • Richard and Annette Weed • Ian Wendt • Susan and Nels Westman • Matt Wetzstein and Cindy Ostberg • Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein • Brooke White • Leslie White • Theo Wiersma and Julie Hamilton Wiersma • Connie Wilbourne Smith • Brad and Linda Wiles • Lela and Don Willet • Terrence Willett and Jennifer Cross • Carol and Paul Willette • Kathleen Willott and Glenn Joy • Sue Wilson • Thomas and Connie Wilson • Pat Winton • Georgina Wong • Rene Wood and H. Dennis Sears • Neal and Paula Woods • Jo Anne Young

$500+

Rob and Christine Allen • Maria Amada Lobato • B2 Engineering, Inc. • Sue Barthol • Steven and Mary Bignell • Enrique and Elizabeth Buelna • Debbie Bulger and Richard Stover • C. Ray Construction, Inc. • Carothers Family • Kenneth and Susan Coale • Philip Coelho • Tom and Karen Cole • Cathy Conway and Soma Goresky • Albert Crevello and Rosemary Zarate-Crevello • Mary Culley and Scott Smith • Pamela Davis • Halimah Delaine Prado • Loreen and Frank Easterly • Chris and Frans Eckstrom • Philip Edwards • Ever Loved, Inc. • Joaquin Fierro • Madeleine Francavilla • Jeffrey and Kathryn Fraser • Anne Friscia • Mark Gleason • Susana and John Glinn • Robert Goff and Eleanor Littman • Paula Gomez • Susan Gorsky • William and Jill Harmon • Lu and David Haussler • Galen Hilgard • Jason L. Hooz • Kelli Horner and Alexander Yashbek • Robert Johnson • Doug and Gwen Kaplan • Janet King • Ted Kirkiles • Jean Lawrence • Barbara Lawsha • Mary Ann Leer • Denise Lim • Listen to her Voice/Carmella Dautoff • Amada Lobato • Brij Lunine and Michelle Morton • Machado Family • Jake Magee • Gary and Elizabeth Maushardi • Sherrie and Brian McMahon • Norah and David Miller • Marlene and Burton Nanus • Elaine Nicol • Rebecca Nolan • Joyce Nordquist • Aaron Osbrink and Lauren Swanson • Allie Ottoboni • George Ow and Gail Michaelis-Ow • Jo-Ann Panzardi • Maude Pervere and Samuel Miller • Tonée and Marc Picard • Stella and Dana Pizzuti • Francisco Ponce and Leticia Gonzales-Ponce • Alex and Karen Potts • Rodolfo Puente • Terilyn Reese • George and Mary Reynolds • Ellen and Dennis Rinde • Diane Robey • Iris Rooney • Susan Salt • San Jose State University • Ann Schwartz • Norman Schwartz and Mary Ellen Sullivan • Helen Shepherd • Cynthia Siegel • Jared and Terry Spodick • Melanie Stern-Hill • Surf City Santa Cruz Kiwanis Foundation • The Parish Publick House • Westside Santa Cruz • David Treflkorn • Felipe Trevino • Samuel and Lorena Tuohy • Ken and Rachael Waldvogel • Alice Weigel • The Westside Mortgage Group • Chuck Woodson • Eric Yen • Zaches Foundation • Herman Zaks

$100+

Elaine and Gino Abad • Eva Acosta and Sesario Escoto • Don and Kathryn Adkins • Kofi Akinjide • Elise Albert and James Davis • Ronald and Barbara Jean Albright • Geoff and Judy Alexander • Phil and Janice Aligee • David and Sharon Allshouse • Aimen and Kahil Al-Refai • Esmeralda Alvarez • Pat Alvarez • AmazonSmile • Adonna Amoroso • Erik Amundson • Pam Anton • Apts Feed & Pet Supply • Nazanin Arandi • Kay Archer Bowden and Jerry Bowden • Linda and Joseph Avluck • Ivan Ayala • Tatiana Bachuretz • Winifred Baer • Scott Bagley and Mary Dixon • Iris Baker • Wendy-Rose Baldwin • David and Martha Balogh • Lawrence Banducci and Consuelo Espafia • Sharon Barrett • Michele Bassi • Bassler-Haynes Family • Ruth Bates and Mike Young • Murray and Sheila Baumgarten • Richard and Tony Beale • James and Kimberlin Beckett • Norman and Sharon Bedell • Michelle and Paul Bellerjeau • Cliff and Debbie Berg • Rudy and Mary Bergthold

Judy and Erik Johnson
Ned Nemacheck
Caitlin Bonura and Jack Farr
$100+

(continued)

- Kelly Bernard • Katherine Berwald • Kaye Beth • Gary Bianchi • Nora Bianchi and Martin Hobbs • Jolly Bilstad • John and Gina Biondi • Carrie Birkhofer • Carole and Lawrence Birndorf • Sam and Elena Bishop • Stanley and Maria Bispo • Amy and Susan Blakeley • Pat Blanchette • Terri Blanchette • Kenneth and Christine Bloome • Frances and Michael Bolte • Rhonda and Douglas Bonett • Caitlin Bonura • Ralph and Deanne Boroff • John and Jennifer Bost • Johanna Bowen • Amber Bowlin • Michael Bradley • Theresa and Robert Bradshaw • Patricia Brady • Thomas and Sandy Brady • Carmen Bravo • Bonnie Breda • Stoney and Beverly Brook • Raymond and Susan Brown • Susan Bruckner • Jim Brumfield • Jack and Lori Burkett • Debra Burnham • Elizabeth Burns • Fran M. Bussone • Terry and Janet Byers • Carrie Cagle and Robert Cagle • California Retired Teachers Association • Anne Marie Callahan • Phaidra Campbell • RJ and Melanie Campbell • Becky and Tony Campos • Peter and Susan Canepa • JoAnn Cardiel • Kevin and April Carle • David Carlson • Calvin and Jennifer Carr • James and Ann Marie Carroll • Patrick and Carla Carstens • Joseph Carter • Sydnee Casey • Megan Caspers • Jennifer Cass • Central Coast Windows • Terri Cesari and Ray Rider • Cynthia Chace and Marc Blumberg • Cheryl Chaffin • Belinda and Cedric Chan • Jan Charles and Chris Jones • Sivong and Kim Chen • Angela Chesnut • Gerald and Bonnie Christensen • Gabriella Ciccone-Tolbert • Jane Claassen • Lynette and Larry Cleland • Barrie and Carol Coate • John Coffey • Steve and Ann Cogliati • Elena Cohen and Steven Ritch • Barbara Collins • Ross and Susan Condit • Deborah Cottingham • Diane Crawford • Faye Crosby • Heather Crowley • Christina C. Cuevas • Joaon Culver • Kay and Gordon Cumming • Kelly Cummins • Paul and Lynette Curley • Julian Dahan • Leslie Davidson • Joan De Neff and Gary Silberstein • Gloria De Ocampo • Carolyn DeBoer • Regina DeCasse-Graves and Steven Graves • James deDiego • Tom and Sonia Deetz • Christine Delapp • Marshall and Sabrina Delk • Danielle Deltorcho • Kevin Dempsey • Lucille Des Jardins • Nanci Desouches • Ann and Michael Di Ciano • Olga Diaz • Marla Dickinson • Steve and Kathy Dinnell • Sharon Dinrberger • Dorothea Ditchfield • Stoa Djakovic • Michelle Donovan-Mendoza • Linda Donovan • Terry Dowell • Virginia Draper • The Druley Family Fund • Julie Dryden Brown • Bill and Joan Dunn • Sharon Dwight • Mary Edmund • Deanna Edwards • Jennifer and Gary Edwards • Caroline and John Eiskamp • Raymond Eitreim and Margaret King • Edna Elkins • Jesse Elliott • James Enloe • Betty and David Ensminger • George and Donna Erickson • Cecilia Espinola • Lucy and Elgin Estes • Nancy Evans • Susan Ezequelle • Betsy Fairbanks • Pam Falke-Krueger • Susan and James Farrar • Gail Farthing and Jim Bourne • Ellen and Dan Faurot-Daniels • Adam Fedak • Adela Feran • Eileen and Winfield Fensland • Marianna Fernando • Kathy and Bob Ferraro • Terence and Nancy Fettemann • Christa Finck and Alexander Edens • Ric Fiore and Nancy Collazo • Janet Firth and Kenneth Stearns • Bill and Kathy Fitzgerald • A. Russell and Brenda Flegal • Beatriz and Ramon Flores • Gustavo Flores • Jack Fogelquist • Tom and Kathleen Foster • Tom and Brook Foster • Lynn and Jim Founds • Blair Franden • Dorothy Franks Ohtake • Jonathan Franzen and Kathy Chernovitch • Jodi Frieden • Larry Friedman and Tom Ellison • Thomas Fry and Susan Harrold Fry • Alexander Gaguine and Eileen Ballian • Patricia Garcia • Robin Garmann • Garrett Family • Greg Garrett • Don Gartner • Claudia and Joe Gatto • Gayle’s Bakery & Rosticceria • Skye Gentile • Geo. H. Wilson, Inc. • Carol George • John and Sharen Gillette • Shirley and Allen Grindell • Maria Grin Torres and Samuel Torres, Jr. • Dorothy Glanum • James Glazer and Barbara Martin • Bill and Maryon Gledhill • Jane and David Godfrey • Joanne and Marcos Godoy • Amy Gonzalez • Ana Gonzalez • Nataly Gonzalez • Pam Goodman • Diane and Jeff Goody • Jack and Joan Gorham • Carol Gorman Coolidge • Donna Gorman • Julie Gorshe and Steve Wolfman • Zeeba Goulden • Barbara Gaza Chemers and Martin Chemers • Eric Gribble • Jan Graff • Kyle Graff • Janet Graves • Heather Gray • Green Mountain Foundation • Rebecca Green • Herbert and Lynne Greene • Gordon and Jane Gunter • Roberto Gwiazda and Ana Ravelo • Amy Haas • Julie Haff • Patricia Wong Hahn • Robert and Ashley Halderman • Ann Hale • Michael and Gayle Halpin • James Hamilton • Rich and Suzi Hamlin • Debbie Hammond • Susan and Dick Harney • Terri and Bradley Handzel • Ed Hansen and Sara Blanchette • Ron Harder • David and Bette Harken • Deborah Harless • Don and Meg Harlor • Amy and David Harrington • Wendell Harry • Richard and DeAnne Hart • Nancy Hartley • David and Kate Hartzell • Paul Harvell • John and Kathleen Harwood • Greg and Cyndi Hashimoto • Masaru and Marcia Hashimoto • Leslie Hayes • Healthy Dragon Acup. Prof. Corp. • Walter Heil and Jean Gallagher-Heil • Bill Heiss • Ellen Hellen • Olof Hellen • David Henderson • Steven and Leslie Henderson •
William and Barbara Hendricks • John and Cheryl Henricksen • Marla Henry • Mary Hermansky • Librada Herrera • Donald and Denise Hershberger • Ralph and Jane Hiesey • Cathy Hill • Eve Hinkley and Michael Mangin • Barbara Hobbs and Lewis Rubin • Steve Hodges • Dina Hoffman • Laura Hofmeister • Alan and Denise Holbert • Hannah Horner • Marjorie Honore • Henry Hooker and Janine Roeth • Joyce Hopkins • Mathew Howard • Gabriela Huezo • Bella and Al Hughes • John Hunt and Teresa Clayton • Diane Hurst • Kathleen Hurst • Lowell and Wendy Hurst • Christine Hyde • Marilyn Hyde • Sister Julie Hye, O.P. • Glenn Ikemoto • Robert and Sandra Ikemoto • Rosemarie Imazio • Dori Rose Inda • Int’l Chapter of PEO Sisterhood Chapter XK - Scotts Valley • Marie Ishida • Margaret A. Ivy • Cindy Jackson and James Hillgren • Jay and Carolyn Jackson • Evelyn Jacobo • Marcus Jager and Annette Mello • Samantha Jennings • Janet Jensen • Kirk Johnson • David and Susan Jones • Helen Jones • Kathleen Jones • Kathleen Jones • Nettie and Robert Joseph • William and Joey Judge • John and Wendy Justice • John and Yolanda Kane • Steve and Susan Karon • Allan Kass • Gerald Kay • Kathy Keeley • David Kehn • Steve Kele • Tobin Keller • Judith Carlson Kelley • Peggy Kenny • Lorri Kershner • Michele and Robert Kibrick • Jacqueline and John Kiely • Brian and Jami Kirk • Alisa Klaus • Karla Knapp • Ken Koenig and Lisa Rose • Jan Kolar • Joseph Krause • Barbara Kriz and Steve Grayson • George Kriz • Heather Kropf • Lynn and Bodo Krueger • Michele LaCagnina • Margaret Lacey • Carol Laflin • Jake and R. B. Land • Tashina Lane • Sally Larter • Las Animas Concrete • Claire and Dan Laughlin • Susan Lavelle • Robert and Cookie Leah • Julio Leal • Mike and Thais Lee • Gordon and Barbara Leighton • Veronica Leon • Margaret Leonard and Claire Sheils • Keith and Florence Lesar • Alan and Judy Levin • Robley Levy • Patrick Lewis • Daniel Leness and Lucy Ramee-Leness • Donna Lind • Richard and Nancy Litvak • Alejandro Lobato • Alfonso Lobato and Mariza Vicencio-Lobato • Maria Lobato • Martin Lobato • Rodolfo Lobato • Roselia Lobato-Moraes • Tara Locke-Padddon and Amy Regent • Terry Locke-Padddon • Lauren and Jeff Lofano • Andrea London • Nancy Lashkajian • Radmena Louis • Barbara Love • Sari Luoma • Joe and Lee MacDonell • Jeffrey and Carol Mace • M. Teresa Macedo and Stewart Umfleet • M. Rose Machado • Michael and Nancy Machado • Enrique Macias • Mary Magoffin • Stefanie and Mark Malone • Janice Manabe • Javier Manriquez • Kimberly and Peter Mansfield • Manuel’s Mexican Restaurant, Inc. • Carl and Lynn Marceau • Lynn Marcus-Wyner • David Marsh and Sara Edwards-Marsh • James and Christina Martin • Lora Lee Martin • Tera Martin • Richard and Merrilee Martinez • Pete May • Phuong Mayer • Judy McFettr • Lisa McAndrews and Steve McGuirk • Angelina and guy McClellan • Karen McCormick • Charles McDowell and Linda Werner • Jenny McFarland • Robin McFarland and Jeff Barbier • Kim Mcginty • Eye Shapes Opticians • John and Megan McGuire • Jill Ellen and Dwight McKea • Kevin McKee • Mary McKenna • Richard Mcmurray • Bruce and Mary McPherson • James and Patricia Melehan • Diana Mercer • Jennifer A. Renzel • Richard and Marcia Meyer • Jack and Hila Michaelson • Microsoft Matching Gifts Program • Chris Miller • Kathryn Miller • Lester and Martha Miller • Russel and Brenda Miller • Martin Moggaard and Lucy Van Doorn • Monterey Bay Koi and Pond Club • Eva Maria Montgomery and Diane Castro • Patricia and Jeanette Moretti • Lisa Morgan • Robert Morgan • Eugene Moriarty and Frances Guerrero • Charlotte Morrison • Debbie Morton • Aramond Morton • Myron and Pauline Moses • Lori and John Mullen • Thomas and Sylvia Mullen • Jerold and Joanna Mungai • David Murphy • Robert and Joan Murphy • Shawn Murphy • Dawn Nakashima and Michael Brastis • Network for Good • Teresa and Andrew Nevett • Karen Nilsen and Kevin Bollin • Patricia and Hayes Noel • Lucille Nordgren • Mark and Alta Northcutt • Lance and Annemarie Notte • Theresa Oda-Burns • Doreen O’Donovan • Dr. Bradley D. Olin • Detoris Osborn • Dennis and Laureen Osmer • David and Evelyn Osteras • Erik Ottem and Sherry Woo • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter JB • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter SP • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter UK • Joseph and Mara Palandrani • Lucile Paquette • Katharine and Tom Parker • Rick Parks and Mary Bannister • Laurel Patrick • Ruth Pavilonis • Helene Payno • Becky Peters • Dinah Phillips and Gail Groves • Rick and Robin Ponce • Ronald Pomarantz and Jane Veed-Pomarantz • Rogelio and June Ponce • Dana Posey • Anthony Prattin • Ellen Primack • Michel and Casey Protti • Alyce and Richard Prudden • Gordon and Teresa Pusser • Diane Putnam and John Donohue • Noel Rabina • Marina Ramon • Donna Ramos • Victor Ramos • Mark and Jennifer Ramsey • Aimee Raphael-Martin • Kevin Rasmussen • Beverly Rayner • Margery Regalado Rodriguez and Frank Rodriguez • Beth Regardz • Gretchen Regenhardt • Tina and James Reger • Karen Reyes •
David Reynolds • Cathy Richards-Bradley and Jack Bradley • Charles and Barbara Rigg • Alice Rink • Dick and Susan Robbins • Mariah Roberts • Deborah Robinson • Pamela Roby • Virginia Roddy • Annabelle Rodriguez • Robbia Rohac • Janet Romanowski and Darrel Louis • Shauna Roth • Virginia Roth • Diana Rothman • John and Enid Rusey • Sabina Dolan Gladys Saulsbury Foundation • Edmund and Norma Sacks • Cathy Salser • Dolores Saluppo • Brooke and Warren Sampson • Ronald Sandidge and Kirsten Thomsen • Peter and Sandra Sanford • Gary and Sue Saso • Diana Schilling • Ruth Schilling • Scotts Valley Sportsmens Club • Robert Scowcroft and Judith Fried • See’s Candy Shops, Inc. • Marc and Francoise Seftel • Mary Selby • Stephen and Carol Shapiro • Uriel Shelby • Laurie and Scott Shipley • Mark Shisler • Sandie and F. Wells Shoemaker • Jamie and Shane Shook • Carol Siegel • Pat Simaz • Lulu Simcik • Sinsational Smile, Inc • Diane Sipkin and Dennis Hagen • Lee Slaff • Janet Sloan • Topsy Smalley • Mark and Mary Smiley • Cynthia Smith • Steven and Kristin Smith • Ronnette and Sharen Smithcamp • Peter and Linda Smithly • Catherine and Robert Snyder • David South and Mary Evans South • Dennis and Lonna Speer • Michael and Berdell Spellman • Ashley and John Spencer • Richard and Lauren Spencer • William and Sycha Spengemann • Walter and Janice Spichtig • James Spiegel and Sharon Tapper • Christopher Spiers • Jack and Mary Stagnaro • Barry and Stephanie Staley • Elsie Staley • Mindi and Derek Staley • Desha Staley-Ratcliff • Sara Steffen • Franz Steidl and Daphne Sakamoto Steidl • Mimi Stein • Gwen and Paul Steinberg • Alyssa Steiner • Allyson Stengel • Daniel Stewart • Jeff Stock and Sonya Newlyn • Faith Stoddard • Byron and Lee Stookey • Karen Storey and Steven Tedesco • Wayne Stroie • Michael and Lida Strong • Richard and Carole Stubendorff • David Sullivan • Gail Surbridge • Roger and Keri Swenson • Woulie Sweats • Josh Sylvia • Diane Sycke and Susan Leo • Deana Tanguay • Jeanne Tannenhill • Mark and Dee Tannenbaum • Mark Tarantino and Sharon Beaty • Gregory Tarsy and Karen Katz • Bunny Tavares • Angela Thalls and Neil McKenzie • Charlie and Terre Thomas • Claire Thorson and Stanley Dudek • Pat Thwing • Juliet Tiffany-Morales • Lauren Tobin • Carol and Kenneth Tracy • June Treanor • Lonnie Truax and Ian MacGregor • Chris Tucker • Karen Tucker • Jack and Diane Turner • Michael and Jacqueline Tuttle • Corinne Tyler and Daniella Woolf • Joan Van Antwerp • Richard Van Auken • Francine and Mark Van Meter • Gerardo Velazquez and Nancy Stucker • Angela Venegas • Juan Venegas • Vets4Vets Santa Cruz • Luis Vicencio • Frances and Frank Vitulli • Denise Vogel and Lin Maretik • Mary Jo Walker and Kevin Collins • Patty Walker • Michael Wallace and Linda Ogren • Susan and Ian Walton • Doug Warrillow • Watsonville Coast Produce, Inc. • Wesley Watts • Peter and Joan Webber • Clifford and Doris Weil • Matthew Weis and Vanessa McCroskey • Eric Wells • Mary Wessling • Nevin and Georgia West • Simon and Gillian Westbrook • Doris White and Tim Price • Anne Wilbourne • D. Kirk and Lisa Wilbur • Dean Wilcox • Claudine and Charles Wildman • Marni Williams • Patricia and Ken Winters • James Engelma & Claire Witherspoon • George and Lois Wolfe • Sarah Wolfson • Tony Wong • Joe and Helene Wood • Carolyn Woolston • Joyce Wrenn • Meredith and Deborah Wright • Rick Wright and Tamara Santos • Peg and Craig Wynn • Joyce Yamagawa • Cheryl and Michael Young • Stephen Young and Barbara Quinton • Tony and Icy Young • Sharon Younger • Jan and Margaret Ysselstein • Karen Zelin and Bill Underwood • Adam Zelhoefer • Donna Ziel • Carol and Brian Zwetzig

*Deceased donors have been recognized in italics*
Invested for the future: The foundation’s endowment has grown to $30 million.

Disbursements to Cabrillo College and Students
(July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021)

- **Scholarships**: 65% ($1,383,716)
- **Faculty/Department Support**: 24% ($518,399)
- **Student Support Services**: 11% ($241,399)

Total Disbursements: $2,143,710

Join us and help a student succeed!

Cabrillo College Foundation

- **Call us at**: 831.479.6338
- **Email us at**: foundation@cabrillo.edu
- **Visit our website**: foundation.cabrillo.edu
- **Send us mail**: 6500 Soquel Drive Aptos, CA 95003

---

“Meeting with people who want to help students is the best part of my job. I’d love to hear from anyone interested in getting more involved with Cabrillo.”

— Eileen Hill
Executive Director
A colorful and symbolic mural now welcomes all students on the Aptos campus. Painted by Cabrillo Alumnus Francisco Alonso and funded with a grant from the foundation and the Associated Students of Cabrillo College, the project was unveiled as part of Hispanic Serving Institutions Week in September.

Describing his vibrant work, Francisco explained, “My intent was to make a story in the form of a totem, with universal symbols that honor the elements of life, water, fire, earth and wind to manifest our transformation to become closer to one another and become one, ‘Unity.’”

At the event, Cabrillo President Matt Wetstein remarked, “The college aims to foster a greater sense of belonging among our diverse student body, celebrating the rich tapestry of racial, cultural and linguistic ways of living and knowing, that are present in our community.”